VISIBILITY FOR A SAFER, MORE EFFICIENT FLEET

PROTECT YOUR DRIVERS
PROTECT YOUR COMPANY
PROTECT YOUR REPUTATION
Budget GPS provides all the necessary tools every company needs to minimize distracted driving, reduce accidents
and protect its bottom-line.
BudgetCam360, a complete fleet safety solution, is quite simply the best and most affordable single device a
fleet can install. No need to pay for multiple systems. The BudgetCam360 camera provides everything you need
in a simple, easy to install device including real-time vehicle tracking, driver behavior monitoring, live video
access and event driven video capture.

FLEET EFFICIENCY

Budget GPS Fleet Tracking provides the ability to locate, track and manage
vehicles in real-time to respond faster, maximize productivity and optimize
field employee efficiency.

DRIVER SAFETY

Understand driver risk with our proven Driver Scorecard analytics reporting.
We take the guess work out of identifying high-risk drivers in order for
companies to take proactive steps to ensure their drivers are safe when out
on the road. Our motto - “Every Driver, Every Day, Home Safe” is the
inspiration behind our driver behavior monitoring solution. Drivers gain
valuable insight too through our in-cab audible alerting which leads to safer
decisions by drivers everytime they’re in the field.

COMPLETE VISIBILITY

BudgetCam360 is the first 360-degree dash camera that sees everything
inside AND around your vehicles - even when parked. Instant access and
quicker answers help protect your fleet and bottom-line. Get access to
event-driven captured video content when it matters most, along with
features to quickly and easily save a video when needed. Our cameras help
to exonerate drivers, dispute insurance claims and can even be used for
company-wide safety training programs.

It’s better to get BudgetCam360 cameras 30 days early than 1 day too late!

DASH CAM BENEFITS
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Monitor and Reduce Distracted Driving
Identify High-Risk Drivers
Exonerate Not-at-Fault Drivers Involved In Crashes
Enhance Driver Safety Training Programs with Video-based Reviews and In-Cab Alerts
Incentivize Good Driving Behaviors
Avoid False Insurance Claims
Reduce Vehicle Wear & Tear
Decrease Insurance Costs

What does BudgetCam360 record?
The BudgetCam360 records a 360-degree view primarily the driver and road but also
has the ability to pan, tilt and zoom 360 degrees. Event driven video capture also
allows viewers ability to uncover the crucial context around critical moments.

How does the BugetCam360 camera know when there’s an incident?
The camera has an internal tri-axis accelerometer that recognizes harsh braking,
accelerating and cornering events. The sensitivity can be adjusted based on the
gross vehicle weight of the vehicle.

Is the video recorded secure?
Yes. All videos are safely secured in the cloud for immediate viewing. Only
authorized BudgetGPS Administrators have access to videos. Footage is automatically
uploaded when the camera detects an incident or event.

How does the BudgetCam360 help drivers?
Video footage is the best way to clear and exonerate a driver when they are blamed
for a not-at-fault accident. The video footage can prove that the driver was focused
and not distracted. BudgetCam360 also alerts drivers when risky behaviors are
detected for braking, accelerating and cornering events. Also, video footage is very
useful for coachable behaviors and company-wide safety training.

Does the BudgetCam360 record conversations?
The camera can record conversations within the vehicle - the default setting.
Customers may opt to change the default setting at any time.

Who can access the recorded videos?
Only authorized administrators can access, download and save videos.

Does the BudgetCam360 continuously record?
Yes, the camera records up to 200 hours of video (15-25 days - depending on travel
time of vehicle). When the storage capacity has reached its limit, new video footage
will override existing video data.

Can I view a driver live?
Yes, but it is advised not to continually click to view drivers live. Streaming live video
uses a lot of data and bandwidth. We limit the amount of live streaming to 1 GB per
month. Customers could incur additional charges if they exceed pre-defined data
streaming limits.

To learn more or to enroll your fleet
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